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Abstract
Quantifying the uncertainties in biomedical simulations has strong potential in medical software
systems. It allows us to improve objective confidence levels for numerical predictions. The Stochastic
Collocation (SC) method is a promising way to create the link between existing simulation codes and
advanced Uncertainty Quantification (UQ) methods, as it does not require modifying the original source
code and meanwhile has better convergence rate comparing with traditional stochastic approaches.
We describe the implementation of the Stochastic Collocation method with an adaptive sparse
grid numerical integration, and apply it in the context of radiotherapy treatment planning of patients
with head and neck cancer. In this case, the statistical sampling of most probable postures of patient
specific anatomy of the neck region is used to estimate deformations of the tumor region in order to
find a suitable safety margin around target volumes.
Especially, in highly flexible body areas, like the neck and upper thorax regions, the number of
degrees of freedom of motion patterns can be quite large. The fast and stable prediction of most probable
motion patterns, derived from previous cohorts, influences the ability to incorporate uncertainties
caused by motion into the treatment planning process. The optimal number of samples not only
reduces the number of simulations needed to generate an individually fitted internal target volume as a
starting point for a standardized planning target volume, but also promises to minimize computational
demands in robust planning scenarios, where plans are challenged by different possible motion scenarios.
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Introduction

Mathematical and numerical models are nowadays widely used in medical engineering; it provides
important information for medical therapies or operations. Despite the patient-specific simulation played
already a crucial role in increasing the quality of simulation results, but the uncertain source within the
numerical model, which cannot be covered by deterministic simulation, could have huge influence on the
numerical solutions, it might lead to an inaccurate surgical decision. Therefore, using an efficient method
for quantifying the uncertainties for biomedical models and simulations becomes a real piratical question.

1.1

Sparse Grid technique

In general, there are mainly two kinds of uncertainties: aleatoric and epistemic. The aleatoric
uncertainty (also referred to irreducible uncertainty) is the natural randomness in the physical process,
e.g. experimental measure of a Young’s modulus for a material. It could be improved by employing new
technologies, whereas it cannot be eliminated. The epistemic uncertainty (also referred to reducible uncertainty) is due to the lack of knowledge, e.g. the assumption of boundary condition for flow computation.
It can be reduced for example by using advanced mathematical models.
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Unlike the intrusive methods [13], which requires a lot of efforts to modify and adapt the original
implementation. The non-intrusive method performs essentially like an ”outer loop”, which could deploy
directly the existing code. Besides, the non-intrusive methods are inherently suitable for parallel computing due to the independence of the computed realizations. There is a wide variety of non-intrusive
methods, such as Monte-Carlo, non-intrusive Polynomial Chaos (NIPC) [16] [9] , Stochastic Collocation
(SC) [14], Gaussian process regression, etc. The Stochastic Collocation method is flexible and performs
favorable efficiency regarding to Monte-Carlo Method, but due to the multivariate integration process,
the Stochastic Collocation methods is often limited by the ”curse of dimensionality” [7]. However, the
Sparse Grid (SG) technique, which is based on Smolyak’s construction [20], could overcome this difficulty
assuming certain conditions, with the result that the computational effort does not grow exponentially
with respect to the dimension of uncertain parameters.

1.2

Motion uncertainties in radiotherapy

Head and neck cancer are currently treated with radiation therapy often combined with other treatment
modalities [18]. The clinical target volume (CTV) for the curative treatment can be the primary tumor
and surrounding volumes including the lymph nodes. Organs at risk (OARs) like brainstem or spinal cord
tolerating only an organ-specific low exposure, are located in the vicinity of the CTV and thus define the
desired location steepness of the gradients in the dose distribution.
Sophisticated techniques like Intensity Modulated Radiation Therapy (IMRT) allow to highly conform
the high dose region to the CTV and limit the dose to surrounding tissue. Thus, each patient receives
an individually optimized treatment plan. The treatment plan is generated based on a CT image of the
patient. All CTVs and OARs are delineated and dose constraints for CTVs and OARs are predefined.
Plan parameters are optimized by an inverse planning process to fulfill dose constraints. Details of the
planning process can be found in [19] [2].
A daily image based patient setup (image guided radiation therapy, IGRT) in the treatment room
(before each treatment fraction) is required to accurately place the patient on the treatment couch with
respect to the treatment machine in order to take advantage of the precise planning [8]. While IGRT can
compensate for rigid setup uncertainties with couch shifts (or rotations), remaining anatomical deformation cannot be corrected.
Due to deformations of the head and neck region during the treatment course, uncertainties in the
administered accumulated dose distribution are introduced. A safety margin around the target volumes
is introduced to guarantee the CTV coverage, but in the same time it can jeopardize the thresholds of
the dose exposure in the OARs. There are different ways of margin generation in therapy planning, e.g.
adding a constant isotropic 3 mm margin [4].
Isotropic margins do not cover complex deformation patterns of the head and neck region. The
margin might be chosen unnecessary large in regions of small deformations and not large enough in
regions with large deformations [26] [21]. The application of patient-specific biomechanical simulations
allows to estimate an adjusted margin [21]. Therefore a large number of random deformation scenarios is
simulated, the target region is transformed for each scenario and the results are super-imposed to build a
margin covering (almost) all deformation scenarios. A large drawback of this method is the huge number
of scenarios needed for the calculation. We will use Sparse grid techniques to reduce the number of
samples.

1.3

Outline

This paper is structured in the following way: we start with the mathematical background related to
Stochastic Collocation method and Sparse Grid integration in Section 2 as well as the medical background.
Then a deformation model of the head and neck region based on mechanical elasticity theory is explained
in Section 3. In Section 4, We compare Sparse Grid and Monte-Carlo method by using an analytical
calculated reference solution in a simple elastic beam simulation with random boundary conditions to
validate our Sparse Grid Implementation. Afterwards, we continue this comparison for an ITV-to-CTV
margin generation for head and neck cancer patients. Section 5 concludes this paper.
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2

Mathematical background

In this section, we give some basic concepts about the Stochastic Collocation method and the Sparse
Grid sampling technique.
Before introducing the Stochastic Collocation method, we need to describe briefly the probability
space and the statistical moments. A probability space is a triple (Ω, F, P). Ω here is the sample space,
which contains the set of all possible outcomes. F is the set of events, it contains all possible combinations
of outcomes of Ω. In other words, F represents a σ-algebra of subsets of Ω. And P defines the probability
measure on F.
We would also like to define a random variable X, X(ω) : Ω → R, ω ∈ Ω, it is a mapping between
sample space Ω and real space R. In more general setting, the random variable X could map from sample
space to any measurable space), the random variable could be either continuous or discrete. In order to
describe the probability according to the continuous random variable, two functions are referred : the
probability density function (PDF) and the cumulative distribution function (CDF).
The two basic statistical moments, expected value and variance, are the most important and common
uncertainty measures. They are also referred to the first and second moment in statistics. They could be
defined by using continuous and discrete random variable respectively :
Z

+∞

xf (x)dx =

E[X] = X =
−∞
2

n
X

xi ρi ,

(1)

i=1

Z

+∞

Var[X] = σ (X) =

(x − X)2 f (x)dx =

−∞

n
X

2

x2i ρi − X .

(2)

i=1

where, X is again the random variable, f (x) is the probability density function according to continuous
setting x. And ρi is the probability mass function with respect to discrete setting xi , i = 1, ..., n.

2.1

Stochastic Collocation method

The Stochastic Collocation (SC) method was first introduced by Mathelin and Hussaini [14], which
relies on stochastic expansion representation which relies on the Lagrange interpolating polynomials. In
contrast to the non-intrusive Polynomial Chaos Expansion method, the main idea of Stochastic Collocation
method is to construct Lagrange interpolation functions with known coefficients.
The collocation points and related weights are obtained by taking corresponding probability density
function of each uncertain parameter into account. Stochastic and physical parameters can be easily
decoupled due to the Dirac function like property of Lagrange interpolation. Still, it remains similar
spectral convergence behavior like the Galerkin Polynomial Chaos method along the augmentation of
polynomial’s order.
We utilize first the concept of stochastic space in our numerical calculation, the stochastic space can
be modelled by using the idea of multivariate statistics, therefore, it is described as :
ξ = [ξ1 , ξ2 , ..., ξN ] : Ω → RN ,

(3)

where, the stochastic space has a dimensionality N . ξ is multi-index uncertain parameter representation,
each of ξi represents a random variable with pre-defined probability distribution, e.g. normal distribution,
uniform distribution, etc.
If we consider a stochastic solution u(x, t, ξ), which depends on spacial information x, time t and
uncertain parameters ξ. The solution u(x, t, ξ) can be represented by a sum of multidimensional Lagrange
polynomials :
u(x, t, ξ) =

∞
X

ûi (x, t)Li (ξ) .

(4)

i=0

In practice, the stochastic solution is approximated by truncating the summation up to certain value
Np [25], it means :
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u(x, t, ξ) ≈

Np
X

ûi (x, t)Li (ξ) .

(5)

i=0

Here, Np is actually the number of collocation points, and ûi (x, t) is the system response of one collocation
point’s realization ξ (i) . Li is the Lagrange interpolation polynomials, it can be constructed by using the
realization points ξ (i) .
(i)

Li (ξ ) =

Np
Y

ξ − ξ (k)
,
ξ (i) − ξ (k)
k=1,k6=i

0 ≤ i ≤ Np .

(6)

We could use a simple example to illustrate how the Stochastic Collocation works with Lagrange
interpolating polynomials. Let’s consider an ordinary differential equation (ODE) below :
du(x, ξ)
= −α(ξ)u, u(x, ξ) = β on ∂D .
(7)
dt
the coefficient α is uncertain parameter and depends on only one uncertain variable ξ, and β is the
boundary condition. We consider α that α v U (−1, 1), then it can be easily expressed as :
ξ ∈ [−1, 1] .

α = ᾱ + ξ,

The solution u(x, ξ) can be approximated by any arbitrary polynomial with truncation up to polynomial order Np , then :
u(x, ξ) =

Np
X

ûi (x)Φi (ξ) .

i=0

For any defined value ξ (k) , we have :
u(x, ξ

(k)

)=

Np
X

ûi (x)Φi (ξ (k) ) .

i=0

Based on the expression above, regarding to one realization of ξ, the solution u(x, ξ (k) ) is still coupled
with all polynomials Φi (ξ (k) ). However, if we choice Lagrange polynomial Li (ξ), as Li (ξ (j) ) = δij . Thence,
the solution could be decoupled from each simple point of ξ due to this construction. It yields :
ûi (x) , u(x, ξ (i) ) .
Thus, the statistical moments as we introduced at the beginning of this section can be formulated :
E[u(x, ξ)] =

Np
X

Z
ûi

Li (ξ)ρ(ξ)dξ .

(8)

i=0

Where, ρ(ξ) is the probability density function, and the quantity of the integral part from Equation (8)
plays a role of a weight wi according to each ûi for this discrete summation. However, it is not trivial
to select nodes for this numerical integration, especially if the stochastic space is a multidimensional
space, and the most common quadrature rules are Gaussian quadratures. Nevertheless, the number of
collocation points would clearly suffer from the exponential increase due to the tensor product extension
with large number of random
variables.
R
If we denote wi = Ω Li (ξ)ρ(ξ)dξ, the expected value and variance of the Stochastic Collocation
method can be expressed like :

E[u(x, ξ)] =

Np
X

u(x, ξ (i) )wi ,

(9)

i=0

Var =

Np
X

u(x, ξ (i) )2 wi − E[u(x, ξ)]2 .

i=0
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(10)

Figure 1: Piecewise linear hierarchical basis function (first 3), Lagrange like basis function (right
bottom) of level 3.

2.2

Sparse grid technique

As opposed to tensor product technique [14] [23], which applies a full combination of the tensor product
extension based on one dimensional quadrature points, Sparse Grid methods uses a special truncation of
the tensor product expansion of a signal dimension basis for multivariate problems.
This approach was early introduced by Smolyak in 1963 [20], it was improved and generalized by
Gerstner in 1998 [7]. This method constructs a quadrature rule which exploits the linear combination
of tensor product, meanwhile only few points are used for the numerical integration. The main idea
is that some samples produced by tensor product extension are more important than the others. By
considering only those important samples with recalculated weights, and controlled by the accuracy level,
the Sparse Grid techniques can increase the quality of integration and keep in low number of selected
points simultaneously. In this section, we give a brief overview about this method.
The main subject of Sparse Grid techniques is to be capable of evaluating high-dimensional integrals
with few quadrature points. From Uncertainty Quantification’s perspective, it is about accelerating the
procedure of calculating the statistical moments. If we consider the Mean calculation for a function of
interest f (ξ) :
Z
E[f (ξ)] =
f (ξ)ρ(ξ)dξ .
(11)
Ω

ρ(ξ) is the weighting function (or the probability density function) with multidimensional variable ξ =
[ξ1 , ξ2 , ..., ξn ], as well as for integrating domain Ω ⊆ Rn . As in practice, it is often the case that we do
not have the analytical representation of function f , the numerical integration should be applied, i.e.
numerical quadrature. As mentioned in previous Section 2.1, the Gaussian quadrature is often used for
Collocation method, then the number of quadrature points will be N d , if N is number of selected points
on 1D abscissa. For the sake of simplification, we consider here only the case that the d probability
distributions are identical.
Before really explaining the Sparse Grid technique, we need to first introduce the hierarchical basis
function as that is what Sparse Grids depend on for approximating the uncertain parameters in stochastic
spaces [15]. We will start considering the hierarchical basis function in 1D, then extend it to higher
dimension.
2.2.1

1-Dimensional hierarchical basis function

Unlike the standard Lagrange basis function, Sparse Grids use the hierarchical basis, which is constructed with hat functions. The 1D hat function defines like :
φl,i := φ(2l x − i) .

(12)

Where, φ(x) = max(1 − |x|, 0), l denotes the level of the hierarchy of the basis functions, i expresses the
index which locates the center point of each individual hat function (Figure 1). Similar to hierarchical
basis functions in the finite element method [22] [5], we need to also introduce a hierarchical index set:
Il := {i ∈ N : 1 ≤ i ≤ 2l − 1, i odd} .
Therefore, Wl becomes a set of hierarchical subspaces :
5

(13)

Wl := span{φl,i (x) : i ∈ Il } .
Hence, we denote Vn which is the space of piecewise linear functions on whole mesh domain :
M
Vn =
Wl .

(14)

(15)

l≤n

By a straightforward construction, we could approximate an arbitrary function u(x) ∈ Vn by a unique
representation :
u(x) =

n X
X

ul,i · φl,i (x) .

(16)

l=1 i∈Il

Where, ul,i are the coefficients which scale the corresponding basis functions φl,i (x).
2.2.2

High dimensional hierarchical basis function

Building high dimensional hierarchical basis functions, we need to apply the tensor product construction [25] [13] to combine 1D basis functions Equation (12). The d-dimensional piecewise basis functions
looks like :
φl,i :=

d
Y

φlj ,ij (xj ) .

(17)

j=0

Note that l is multi-index representation, l = (l1 , ..., ld ) ∈ Nd , as well as for index i. the definition of
φlj ,ij (xj ) is equivalent to Equation (12).
Similar to previous 1D example, the hierarchical index set become :
Ii := {i ∈ Nd : 1 ≤ ij ≤ 2lj − 1, ij odd, i ≤ j ≤ d},

(18)

the subspaces can be defined based on Equation (14) :
Wl := span{φl,i (x) : i ∈ Ii },
the space Vn , which is supported by d-dimensional piecewise linear functions, is :
M
Vn =
Wl .

(19)

(20)

|l|∞ ≤n

We can again interpolate a function u(x) ∈ Vn by summing the d-dimensional hierarchical basis
functions :
u(x) =

n
X
X

ul,i φl,i (x) .

(21)

|l|∞ =1 i∈Ii

2.2.3

General construction of the Sparse Grid method

After introducing the hierarchical basis functions in high dimension, we can now discuss about the
general setting of Sparse Grid (SG) method. The goal of the Sparse Grid method is trying to select the
most important or effective subspaces from Wl to perform the numerical integration in stochastic space.
If the function u(x), which we want to approximate, has a bounded mixed second derivatives [7], hence
the contribution of each subspace could be determined. Based on the information of the multi-index, a
Sparse Grid space can be derived :
M
Ṽn :=
Wl .
(22)
|l|1 ≤n+d−1

For example, the Figure 2 demonstrates all the combination of 2-dimensional subspaces for a i ≤ 5
full grid space, and the blue squares show the selected subspaces which are suitable for constructing Spars
Grids space Ṽ5 (Equation (22)) (|l|1 ≤ 6).
6

6

5

4

3

2

1

0
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

Figure 2: All squares represent the full gird space, and only blue ones represent the Sparse Grid
space in the case d = 2, n = 5.

3
3.1

Head and neck FEM model deformation
Elasticity model

We employ a mechanical elasticity model to deform the region of the CTV, which should be irradiated
in the therapy. Different Boundary conditions (BCs) are built from landmark displacement samples in
order to calculate a displacement vector field of the whole domain. In this section, we will briefly describe
the basis of the elasticity model.
In a general setting, we consider the solid domain is represented by a bounded subset Ω ∈ R3 ,
ΓD and ΓN are Dirichlet and Neumann boundary condition respectively (Figure 3), ΓD ∩ ΓN = ∅ and
ΩD ∪ ΩN = ∂Ω. Hence, given f ∈ L2 (Ω), g ∈ L2 (ΓN ) and uD ∈ H 1 (ΓD ), we are seeking the solution
u ∈ H 1 (Ω) in the following system :
−div σ = −f
1
(∇u + ∇uT ) = ε
2
σ = Cε
u = uD
σn=g

in Ω ,

(23)

in Ω ,

(24)

in Ω ,

(25)

on ΓD ,

(26)

on ΓN .

(27)

Here, σ is the Cauchy stress tensor, ε is the Cauchy’s train tensor, n is the normal vector on the surface
ΓN and C is the stiffness tensor (fourth order) for linear elasticity, it maps the deformation tensor ε to
stress tensor σ, σ ij = Cijkl εkl .
The explicit relationship for linear elasticity between Cauchy’s stress and Cauchy’s train can be written
as follow :
σ = λtr(ε)1 + 2µε .

(28)

Where λ and µ are the Lamé coefficient for homogeneous isotropic material. In practice, the both Lamé
constants would not be measured directly from experiment, they will be obtained with the help of Poisson
coefficient ν and Young’s modulus E :
λ=

Eν
,
(1 + ν)(1 − 2ν)

µ=

7

E
.
2(1 + ν)

(29)

ΓD

Ω
ΓN

Figure 3: General setting of continuum mechanics, Ω is the solid domain, ΓD is the Dirichlet
boundary and ΓN is the Neumann boundary.

3.2

Weak formulation

In order to approximate the solution of Equation (23), we derive the weak formulation and consider
the Finite Element Method (FEM). There exist several ways to develop it, we would like to demonstrate
the technique of the principle of virtual work (PVW), if we consider the virtual displacement δu and
virtual strain tensor δε = 12 (∇δu + ∇δuT ).
The external virtual work yields :
Z
Z
gδudA .
(30)
δWext =
f δudV +
Ω

and internal virtual work is :

ΓN

Z
δWint =

σ : δεdV .

(31)

Ω

The principle of virtual work (PVW) states that the stress, surface force and body force are in
equilibrium state if and only if the external virtual work equals to the internal virtual work at every
virtual displacement field [12]. The virtual displacement δu is arbitrary, for simplicity, we replace δu by
v, and consider it as our test function, hence, we obtain the weak formulation for linear elasticity as follow
:
Z
Ω

µ
(∇u + ∇uT ) · (∇v + ∇v T )dV +
2

Z
λ(∇ · u)(∇ · v)dV
Ω

Z

Z
f · vdV +

=
Ω

g · vdA . (32)
ΓN

It allows us to proceed with the Finite Element Method (FEM).

3.3

The Medical Simulation Markup Language

Nowadays, patient-specific simulation became more important in biomedical modeling with the help
of advanced numerical techniques. The Medical Simulation Markup Language (MSML) is a middle-ware
between numerical tools in the mechanical modeling workflow for medical applications [17]. In order
to achieve the patient-specific simulation, MSML divides the workflow in 5 steps : 1) contouring of the
anatomy structure. 2) construction of a surface mesh based on segmented contours. 3) volumetric mesh
8

Figure 4: The finite element mesh representation with selected CTVs (red) and selected anatomical
landmarks (green) on front and side

generated from surface meshes. 4) specifying biomaterial properties and boundary condition for numerical
simulation. 5) post-processing of the results from numerical simulation [17]. The main role of MSML is
to build a link between these 5 steps and offer an automatic process in medical engineering.
Many XML-based descriptions have been used in different physical fields [3], e.g. it is also a well
suited description language for medical applications as it could represent easily typical data arising from
surgical interventions and numerical simulations.
The unique feature of Medical Simulation Markup Language (MSML) is that it can operate on the
full biomedical modeling process. The foundation of MSML is very generic: different descriptors could
construct together the Model description, various descriptors can be constructed to represent a full model
descriptor. Meanwhile, Operators are responsible for linking different data types during the workflow.
The unique feature of Medical Simulation Markup Language (MSML) is that it can operate on the
full biomedical modeling process. The foundation of MSML is very generic: different descriptors could
construct together the Model description, various descriptors can be constructed to represent a full model
descriptor. Meanwhile, Operators are responsible for linking different data types during the workflow.

3.4

Head and neck FEM model

Biomedical finite element models can be used to simulate deformations tumor regions. We have previously generated patient specific deformable models for different patients [21] with the Medical Simulation
Markup Language (MSML) [17].
In our simulation workflow a surface mesh is obtained from delineation of the skin, and the volumetric
tetrahedral mesh is generated by CGAL Mesh triangulation refinement [11]. Chosen parameters for mesh
generation with CGAL are facet angel = 10◦ , facet size = 10mm, facet distance = 5mm, cell radius edge
ratio = 3 and cell size = 10mm. A linear homogeneous isotropic material [1] was chosen for the proposed
biomechanical model. Based on the general solid mechanics theory (Section 3), the Young’s modulus is
chosen as 10M P and 0.4 for Poisson coefficient based on the study in [21]. Loads are applied by elastic
springs forces :
f~i = k · di , on ΓDl , i = 3 ,

(33)

which are applied between the current landmark position in the deforming model (green dots in Figure 4)
and a chosen landmark target positions. di is the point-wise corresponding distance and k is the spring
constant.
One possible use case for the model is model based deformable image registration. Landmark target
positions can be extracted from fraction control image to deform the model from the patient CT image
to an image from a different day with a slightly different pose of the patient. A displacement vector field
9

Figure 5: The physical location of CTV (blue) and the spinal cord (brown), the distance between
both is used to estimate the risk to the spinal cord.

can be extracted from the simulation results, e.g. to transform delineated CTVs or OARs between the
images. For instance, the numerical result can be use for estimating the risk to the spinal cord (Figure 5).

3.5

Variable margin generation with the head and neck FEM model

Yang et al. [26] introduced a method based on individual landmark position uncertainties to calculate
a variable margin using the landmark displacement information from a patient cohort. The local margin
size is computed as a weighted average of the expected displacements of near landmarks.
We previously improved Yang’s approach and considered the landmarks displacements are dependent
and combine them into a single reducible feature vector: A pose u(f ) [21]. The main idea is to use a
probabilistic principle component analysis (PPCA) [10] [24] in order to obtain the first five eigenvectors
b1 , ..., b5 from a large number of different poses from different patients and different therapy fraction.
Each pose u(f ) on a fraction f can then be approximated with a linear combination of the first five
eigenvectors:
u(f ) ≈ [b1 , ..., b5 ]T · [q1 , ..., q5 ] + ū ,

(34)

where q1 , ..., q5 are the coefficients for the pose. We proposed to generate N = 400 random samples for
the previous coefficients (q1 , ..., q5 ) to generate pose scenarios before the treatment. Each pose scenario
builds loads for a simulation using the FEM model (section 3.4) . The resulting displacement vector
filed can be used to transform the CTV to each scenario and a margin is extracted by accumulating the
transformed CTV. More details can be found in [21].
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Figure 6: 3D elasticity beam, left side is considered as fixed and right side is charged by an external
load.
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Table 1: Number of Sparse Grid samples with
correspoing accuracy level in 1D.
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Figure 7: Comparison of Dice coefficient between the reference solution and both sampling
methods.

4

Implementation of the Sparse-Grid method

We added Sparse Grid sampling methods to the MSML in order to allow uncertainty analysis for
biomechanical models.

4.1

Validation of the implementation

Before utilizing our implementation of the Sparse Grid sampling method in our biomechanical simulation, we need to verify it with simple test cases that allow us to calculate analytically a reference solution.
Therefore, we will show how Sparse Grid method could reduce number of sampling points compared to
Monte-Carlo methods. Elasticity beam models will be used as a testing model.
4.1.1

Model with one random variable

First we use a 3D elasticity beam with a fixed boundary on the left side and a horizontal external load
on the right side as a testing case (see Figure 6).
We apply therefore the general solid mechanics model (Equation (23)) with a Dirichlet boundary
condition on the left of the beam (Equation (26)) and a Neumann boundary condition on the right
(Equation (27)). For the sake of the simplicity, we set the Poisson coefficient ν to zero. It would facilitate
the comparison between two sampling methods, because as result, the elastic beam will only deform along

11

Figure 8: 2D illustration of the measured volume. Red line represents the iso-surface of mean
value, and two blue lines represent the iso-surface of mean ± 2σ. The volume between two blue
lines.

horizontal direction, and we could analytically create a reference result.
In this case, we consider the external force as an uncertain source, which has normal distribution
behavior with a mean value as 1.0 N and standard deviation 0.01. We measure the volume between two
iso-surfaces (see Figure 8), which are defined by ±2σ (2 blue dash lines) with respect to the mean surface
(red line). Figure 10 demonstrates the inner iso-surface and outer iso-surface of tumor volume after
simulation. Thence, we could compute the dice coefficient [6] between numerical results and a analytical
solution. We therefore consider 4 different Monte-Carlo sample sets, which include 100, 200, 400, and 800
samples respectively, and also 4 levels of accuracy from 3 to 6 with Sparse Grid sampling.
The comparison (Figure 7) shows that Sparse Grid achieves from very beginning with only 3 sample
points above 0.995 Dice coefficient. In contrast, Monte-Carlo only obtains 0.990 with 100 samples. Meanwhile, the Dice coefficient of Sparse Grid increases while we raise the level of accuracy, it corresponds well
the theorem of the Collocation method as it is polynomial based. At same time, Monte-Carlo method’s
result has a small reduction at 400 samples, it is also a good indicator as Monte-Carlo method has a
”oscillatory” behavior in convergence.
We have to admit that in this single random variable example, Monte-Carlo method offers also a
very good result even with only 100 samples, the difference of the Dice coefficient between Sparse Grid
level 3 and Monte-Carlo 100 samples is only 0.5%. Both methods could converge very quickly, as this
”1D” case is indeed simplified. For the Monte-Carlo sampling, the random points are re-sampled at each
simulation (with fixed number of samples), we could meantime reuse of course the old sampling and
adding new random points for higher number of samples, it would reduce the oscillatory” behavior, but
for real clinical situation, it is not often the case.
4.1.2

Model with two random variables

After comparing the signal random variable elastic beam, we created a second example with two
random input resources. We consider again the same geometry as in Section 4.1.1. This time, instead
of applying one external force on the right side, we charge both sides with random external forces. We
hence move the fixed boundary condition (Figure 6) to the middle of the beam (Figure 9). This condition
is actually no longer a boundary condition, we replace this constraint to the middle of the object in order
to have an unmovable center point, it could simplify the following comparison.
Again, we artificially set the Poisson coefficient ν to zero, the deformation will consequently only
happen along horizontal direction with a fixed center point. In this case, the number of sampling points
for Sparse Grid increases very fast with the level of accuracy due to the exponential nature (Table 2), e.g.
89 sample points instead of 6 for level 6 in single random variable case. However, Sparse Grid method has
again even better result than previous case (in Section 4.1.1), the difference of Dice coefficient increases,
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External force f~1

External force f~2

Fixed ”boundary” condition
Figure 9: Cross section of 3D beam, with 2 external forces and one middle fixed ”boundary”
condition.

Figure 10: Inner iso-surface (blue) and outer iso-surface (red).
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1.000

Accuracy level of Sparse Grid sampling
3.5

4.0

4.5

5.0

5.5

6.0

0.995

Dice Coefficient

0.990

Monte-Carlo
Sparse Grid

0.985
0.980
0.975

Accuracy level

3

4

5

6

Number of samples

13

29

53

89

0.970

Table 2: Number of Sparse Grid samples with cor-

0.965

respoing accuracy level in 2D.

0.960
100

200

300

400

500

600

700

Number of Monte-Carlo samples

800

Figure 11: Comparison of Dice coefficient
between the reference solution and both
sampling methods.
Accuracy level

1

2

3

Number of samples

11

61

241

0.988234

0.988279

0.988376

Dice coefficient

Table 3: Number of Sparse Grid samples with correspoing accuracy level in for Head and Neck
simulation.

and Monte-Carlo method shows the similar behavior from the earlier example.
We have to mention that the number of sampling points for Sparse Grid method increases very quick
when we increase the level of accuracy, if the dimension of random variable is large. We want to clarify
that in the framework of the Medical Simulation Markup Language, it is still meaningful to have the
viability of using an importance sampling technique as there are still massive medical applications which
consider limited numbers of random variables.

4.2

Evaluation of Sparse-Grid in Head and Neck model

We propose to use the Sparse Grid method instead of Monte-Carlo sampling of for the coefficients
(q1 , ..., q5 ) during the margin calculation (Section 3.5) the Variable margin generation. We expect to save
computation effort due to a reduction of the number of required simulations with the head and neck FEM
model.
As we cannot easily obtain a analytical reference solution, we created a reference solution by running
a large number of simulations using the Monte-Carlo method. Hence, we processed 20 Monte-Carlo
simulations, each of them included 2000 random samples, and the final reference data is selected by the
best solution by doing cross comparison within those 20 results.
We accomplished therefore a similar comparison as in Section 4. We compared the Sparse Grid method
from accuracy level 1 to 3 against a Monte-Carlo sampling sets with samples from 100 to 800 (which is
twice number of samples proposed in [21].
We use the Dice coefficient again as an indicator in order to evaluate the results. We can see even
with small number of samples from Sparse Grid method, the quality of our numerical result performances
always better than Monte-Carlo sampling.
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Figure 12: Comparison of Dice coefficient between the reference solution and both sampling methods.
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Conclusions

We implemented a Sparse Grid sampling method in Medical Simulation Markup Language (MSML)
framework, it offers a new way to simplify the process of quantifying the uncertainties when we have
randomness in the inputs of our numerical simulation, especially for Head and Neck tumor margin generation. We first compare in Section 4 Sparse Grids with a Monte-Carlo method by using two examples
in order to observe the convergence behavior of these two methods. And we studied again these two
different sampling strategies for a real Head and Neck tumor margin quantification simulation, it shows
once more that Spars Grids have a better convergence rate. We should be aware that Sparse Grids have a
very good performance in term of cost if the number of random variable is considerable small, in contrast,
the Sparse Grid method is not cheap anymore if we want to have the exponential convergence, but for
our specific case, Head and Neck tumor margin generation, the number of uncertain parameter is rather
small (n = 5), we can therefore still benefit from Sparse Grid technique. We should also mention, in our
studies, the samples of Monte-Carlo method is rather small (max. 800), it is not very representative for
Monte-Carlo sampling, but in our medical application only 400 samples are reasonable [21], that is the
reason we keep a low range number of Monte-Carlo for comparison.
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